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Context: Ontology-based Data Access (OBDA) [1]
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Mapping Patterns [2]
A mapping pattern is a quadruple (C,S,M,O), where C is a conceptual schema, S is
a database schema, M is a set of mappings, and O is an ontology. In such mapping
pattern, the pair (C,S) puts into correspondence a conceptual representation to one of
its (many) admissible (i.e., formally sound) database schemata. Such variants are due
to differences in the applied methodology, efficiency and performance optimizations,
and database space consumption. The database schema ontology ontology O [3] is
the OWL 2 QL encoding (hence, not lossless) of C, and the setM of database schema
mappings provides the link between S and O.

Some Basic (Schema-driven) Patterns
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Schema Relationship (SR)
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In case of (_, 1) cardinality on role '� (resp., '�), the primary key for )' is restricted to the attributes K'� (resp., K'�).

Schema/Data Reified Relationship (SRR/DRR)
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SRR applies whenever there are three or more participating roles, or when the relationship has attributes.
→ If ' is identified by a strict subset - of the participating roles, then the primary key of table )' (and the corresponding set of attributes

K') is restricted to the foreign keys corresponding to the roles in - . For instance, if ' is identified by roles '� and '�, then the primary
key of )' (and the corresponding set of attributes K') is K'� ∪ K'�.

→ If one of the foreign keys is to a non-primary key set of attributes, the object property relative to that foreign key is dealt with as in SRa.
Schema/Data Hierarchy with Identifier Alignment (SHa/DHa)
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In this pattern, the “alignment” is meant to align the primary identifier used in the child entity to the primary identifier used in the parent
entity. We here depict the most common scenario, where the foreign key points to the primary key of the parent entity. The other two
possiblities for the application of the pattern are:
→ the foreign key in the child entity coincides with the primary key of that entity, and references a non-primary key of the parent entity;
→ the foreign key in the child entity does not coincide with the primary key of that entity, and references a non-primary key of the parent

entity.

ADaMaP
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Coverage Analysis

In this analysis, we check how many mappings in the analyzed scenarios (Cordis and
NPD) can be explained through mapping patterns

Pattern #usages #mappings
SE 13 60
SR 3 3
SRm 3 3
SRR 1 16
Covered Mappings: 89 (out of 120)

CORDIS Coverage

Pattern #usages #mappings
SE 61 454
SRm 74 74
SRR 1 12
SH 3 132
Covered Mappings: 672 (out of 1173)

NPD Coverage

Mismatches Analysis

We compare the classification returned by ADaMAP to a classification manually
verified by a human expert. The table below refers to Cordis. Similar results were

obtained for NPD.

→ DP/DN: Discoordinated Pos-
itive/Negative

→ CP/CN: Discoordinated Pos-
itive/Negative

→ SE: Schema Entity

→ SR/SRa/SRm/SRR: Schema
Relationship/with align-
ment/with merging/with
reification

→ SH/SHa: Schema Hierar-
chy/with alignment

Precision = Recall = 0.8 (for NPD, 0.88 and 0.82 resp.)

Conclusion and Future Work
Contribution

→ We have introduced ADaMAP, an algorithmic technique that extracts semantics
from a relational data source, by automatically identifying how mapping patterns are
applied to fragments of its schema

→ The patterns identified by ADaMAP provide a solid basis that can be manually
improved by human experts

→ The validation of ADaMAP in two real-world case studies confirms that the identified
patterns by-and-large agree with those detected by a human expert

Future Work

→ ADaMAP comes with some limitations that should be tackled:

– For a given relational schema there are in general many possible combinations of
mapping patterns that are, in principle, equally valid
∗ while ADaMAP only returns the “most typical” one

– ADaMAP ignores data, however “data”-driven patterns [2] are also important
∗ especially in those scenarios where the DB schema is poorly structured or
denormalized
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